
Pre-Fall 2018



Inspired by the palette, sensibility and ease of our
California surroundings, our first collection blends a

casual attitude with easy sophistication.

Before the colors change for fall,
cleanse your palette.





Fall is just a few cool nights away.
Welcome the season

with our new collection, designed for
that tricky seasonal transition.



Inspired by the palette, sensibility and ease of our
California surroundings, our first collection blends a

casual attitude with easy sophistication.



Discover wearable, gentle fabrics
in a minimalist palette. 





Inspired by the palette, sensibility and ease of our
California surroundings, our first collection blends a

casual attitude with easy sophistication.



Following the Santa Ana winds
to nowhere in particular; top down.
Watercolor sunsets over the mesa.

The never-ending highway.

We are inspired as summer slowly
gives way to fall, just the way we like it. 



Deliberate Design. Enduring Style.



Point of Origin

For millennia, the kiln has crafted
the most beloved, lasting pieces of
civilizations. Slowly and steadily,
it provides the precision and expertise
necessary to create works of art that
withstand the test of time.

We embody this ethos.

Our vision is a simple one: to make
clothing you’ll want to keep. From cut
and silhouette, to design details and
fabric selection, KILN is fashioned
to endure.

Our pace is married to our craft.

We take our time to do things right;
to transform our ideas into cherished
garments through reflective, thoughtful
design and measured, meticulous
production.

We create slowly, we create surely much 
like a continuous kiln.



Crafting KILN

To create exceptional clothing that lasts,
we employ an uncompromising design
process that considers all aspects of a
garment’s life.

First of all, our design director is also our
master pattern maker ( a rare fashion-
industry occurrence in itself ). After
spending over a decade studying fit,
she has teased out common concerns
and skillfully addressed them all.

A crucial step is designing through a
classic technique called draping. Draping is 
the physical process of creating a
pattern three dimensionally. By forming cloth 
around a dress form, our pattern maker is 
working physically with the
fabric. This is how we ensure a better fit and 
balance, and craft pieces that can
accommodate a variety of body types.

The end result is a garment that provides not 
only easy comfort, but fit versatility as well.  
Many include adjustable waists and neck 
drops, not to mention, a slight give in fabrics 
and flattering seam placement.

Last, but certainly not least, are our
fabrics. We carefully source the
highest-quality fabrics from mills across the 
globe. They must be made of good
staple fibers; woven to not only look and feel 
amazing, but to also perform. Once we’re 
satisfied, we then wash-and-shrinkage test our 
fabrics.

In other words, KILN is crafted to fit well from 
conception to closet.



women PF18



Deep V Pleat
in Rooster
$325

Lantern Sleeve
Button Down in Rooster
$345

Rooster
Jacket
$495



Washed Twill
Boxy Jacket
$425

Uptown Short
$325



L/S Swing Top
in Cashmere Jersey
$185

Drop Shoulder
Hoodie
$245

Relaxed Jogger
$215



Cashmere
Robot Sweater
$345



Cashmere
Raglan Hoodie
$450

Washed Twill
Boxy Jacket
$425

Uptown Short
$325



men PF18



TOPS
Pintuck Shift Dress

Regular price

S/S Pocket Polo
in Cashmere Jersey
$205

S/S Pocket Tee in
Cashmere Jersey
$155

Henley in
Cashmere Jersey
$185



TOPS
Pintuck Shift Dress

Regular price

L/S Button Down
in Cashmere Jersey
$275

Short Sleeve Tee 
in Cashmere Jersey
$145



TOPS
Pintuck Shift Dress

Regular price

Everyday Zip Up
Hoodie 
$275

Lounge Pant 
$255

Hooded Shirt
Jacket 
$315



TOPS
Pintuck Shift Dress

Regular priceWashed Twill Jacket
$495

Washed
Twill Short
$245



TOPS
Pintuck Shift Dress

Regular price

Washed
Twill Pant
$325

Cashmere Zip Up
$450



TOPS
Pintuck Shift Dress

Regular price

Washed
Twill Jacket 
$495

Washed
Twill Short
$245

Washed
Twill Pant
$325



Contact

Melanie Murray

Melanie@pr-dept.com
O: 323 556 3100
M: 818 915 6220

PR-DEPT.
4201 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 230

Los Angeles, CA 90010

Jessica Abbott

Jessica@kilnapparel.com
310 597 1055

KILN
1926 E. 7th Street Los Angeles, CA 90021 

kilnapparel.com


